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Because the author is a well-known physicist and philosopher who has
published a dozen other books, this little text has been well printed and
bound by an eminent publisher. Yet the tone and content of the essay is
reminiscent of those pathetic pamphlets, always, it seems, with gray or puce
paper covers which are printed "at the author's expense" and can be
found mouldering on the shelves of libraries and second hand book shops.
It has the same air of great personal courage and insight, coupled with a
pessimistic foreknowledge that the ideas presented will probably be mis-
understood and mocked, if read at all. It is, I suppose, of some solace
to one who is ignored, that he had the intelligence to predict this.
As to the idea itself (coyly hidden except for hints and peeks until
halfway through the book) it is simply that Darwinian natural selection
should really be termed "external selection," and that it alone is not enough
to explain evolution. In addition, we need a new factor called "internal
selection," which is defined as:
The internal selection of mutants at the molecular, chromosomal, and cellular
levels, in accordance with their compatibility with the internal coordination of
the organism. The restriction of the hypothetically possible directions of evolu-
tionary change by internal organizational factors.
This is termed a "biological surprise." My own reaction was rather like
that of a child who, having been promised Christmas gifts of unsurpassed
glamour and frivolity, finds his stocking stuffed with warm mufflers and
cakes of soap. It is, alas, no surprise at all, except of course to all those
geneticists and biochemists who will be horrified to discover that they
have been working for years in a field which, Mr. Whyte stoutly maintains,
does not yet exist in biology.
It is true that most of the workers in classical evolution have devoted
their time to external selection. Still, science today is necessarily frag-
mented, and to blame them for sticking to their field is rather like
criticising Gray's Anatomy for failing to cover the genetics and embryology
which produced all those muscles and nerves. Mr. Whyte presents a
series of statements from evolutionists showing that they are apt to
deny or misunderstand internal selection, but I cannot imagine any
intelligent evolutionary biologist denying that successful mutations must
fulfill certain physico-chemical conditions, even though Mr. Whyte's
presentation rendered the idea unrecognizable.
Another unhappy aspect of this essay is that it is perilously easy for an
outsider to scan the field and magnanimously formulate what has to be
done, leaving the actual doing to the people in the field. The main task
that Mr. Whyte sets up for the next few generations of biologists is
that the entire theory of biological organization be mathematically formu-
lated so as to identify the,
Coordinative Conditions, i.e., the general algebraic conditions expressing the
biological spatio-temporal coordination, the rules of ordering which must be
satisfied (to within a threshold) by the internal parts and processes of any
cellular organism capable of developing and surviving in some environment.
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This definition continues for four pages, at the end of which one still
does not know what the Coordinative Conditions are, but one begins to
grasp their enormity.
As a biologist I am appalled, not only at the concept of a series of
alegbraic conditions that will be capable of expressing biological coordina-
tion from the atomic to the societal levels, but also at the amount of
factual information still needed before such a project could even be
considered. This does not affect Mr. Whyte's argument because he
claims that Einstein's statement that "once one has sufficiently strong
formal hypotheses, one requires little knowledge of the facts to set up a
theory," is equally true in biology. This is of course a reasonable state-
ment, and a particularly happy one for philosophers. Unfortunately, in
science, a theory that does not fit the facts can often do more harm than
good. It is not enough to have a theory; what one would like is a theory
with some probability of being correct.
Biology at this time is, admittedly, a field that is in need of unifying
hypotheses and explanations that will draw together vast numbers of
inchoate facts. It is interesting to note that a fair number of physicists
have decided they are the people to do it, and have jumped into the fray.
We are, of course, properly grateful and flattered at the lure of our
subject. But one has the suspicion that the real reason for their choosing
this particular time is not the call of biology, but simply that physics
today is undergoing a series of revolutions in which facts are proving to
be far more complex and less aesthetically pleasing than theory. One would
like to warn these newcomers that biology too will have its disappointments
and may prove refractory to coercion. Perhaps those people whose real
interest lies in forcing all things into a single model or equation should
stay with philosophy where no facts raise their ugly heads, and where one
system is as good as another if it is internally consistent.
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REPRODUCTIVE PHYSIOLOGY. Comparative Reproductive Physiology of
Domestic Animals, Laboratory Animals and Man. By A. V. Nalbandov.
Second Edition. San Francisco, California, W. H. Freeman and Co.,
1964. xiii, 316 pp. $7.50.
This second edition has retained most of its original distinguishing
characteristics. Some are virtues; for here is a composite view of com-
parative reproductive physiology presented in a brief and lucid text.
Despite its compact nature, factual detail is sufficient to provide accurate
definition and appraisal of interspecies differences. The level of information
included is neither so fundamental or specific to overwhelm the serious
student or disinterest the specialist. Most important, this book is designed
to equip the worker in one field with the ability to at least read knowl-
edgeably in other areas of reproductive physiology. That it succeeds in
this respect is a tribute to Professor Nalbandov's unique position as an
able teacher and investigator of wide experience.
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